CROSS-WISE

It's Warm Inside

ACROSS
1. Top type
5. Stuck, in a way
10. Adobe file ext.
13. One of the winds of Lake Toba in northern Sumatra
14. Sped toward
15. "Pillow Book" author Shonagon
16. Flavor of arak, ouzo, or pastis
17. Bugged
18. "Bravo!"
19. Hole-y smock?
22. Cal. airport infamous for fog
23. Class
24. Rio and Sorento
26. "Your ___" (Classic Hank Williams song and title of his 1964 biopic)
30. Northern California zephyr on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada
33. Born
34. Latin possessive
35. Two or three
37. How a fledgling might make its first flight
39. Fashion designer Kawakubo
40. Suffix with arbor or ether
41. "Pieces" of candy
42. Where you might find flaki, zurek, or pierogi
46. Army NCOs
47. Many Wall St. hires
48. Cry of disgust
51. A jock's contempt of nerds is an example of one
56. MADD target
57. One of a Columbus trio
58. Franciscan missionary Junipero
59. Spin rate, for short
60. Time-time link

DOWN
1. Like a ___ bricks
2. Sotomayor colleague
3. Snack (on)
4. What one might take in protest
5. Ars ___ artis
6. With 50-Down, the isothermal specific enthalpy difference between two phase states, and a hint to the theme entries
7. Like a Mobius strip
8. Postings at 22-Across
9. Does once?
10. Chronic autoimmune skin disease
11. Neural network training method using backpropagation
12. Cry of disgust
13. What you are looking at, familiarly
20. "___ and the Bee" (2006 movie)
21. Mike's sweet partner?
25. Lodges
27. Dreams' partner
28. Dearest partner?
29. Hacker artist?
30. Distorts
31. All-female rock band formed in 1967 named after a tarot card
32. Expression of ground temperature and moisture status
36. They may be braved
38. A or E, but not I
43. "It ___" (stilted "Who's there?" reply)
44. Eases
45. Vast Middle Ages Eurasian region
48. Severe winter storm in northern Siberia
49. Mountain slope facing equatorward
50. See 6-Down
52. IRS pros
53. The Boomer set?
54. Egyptian goddess
55. Head of Quebec?
56. Baltimore R&B group ___ Hill

See page 452 for the answers to this puzzle.
Iowa State University chapter members demonstrated their creative abilities during a Play-Doh crafting contest, with categories including nature and weather as well as other nonmeteorological challenges.

Answers to the puzzle on page 449.